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Fabric Requirements

Main fabric: Mid-weight woven fabric with no stretch such as linen or linen twill, 
cotton canvas, twill, denim, pinwale or standard corduroy or boiled wool. 

4-9oz/square yard | 136-305 GSM

Lining: Light to mid-weight woven fabric with no stretch; such as linen, Tencel, silk 
noil, double gauze, or cotton (single weave poplin or lawn).

 3-5oz/square yard | 102-170 GSM

For exact fabric requirements see Pattern Layout Booklet. 
The fabric requirement has been rounded up to the nearest ¼ yard or meter to accommodate straightening 

the raw edges and potential shrinkage. The fabric width has been rounded up to standard bolt widths. If you 
adjust the length of the garment, the fabric requirement may change. *Size G requires exactly 1 yard of main 

fabric. If possible, you may want to purchase an additional 1/8 yard.  

Size Main Fabric Lining Fabric

A-D
44”(112cm)
1 yds (1 m)

44”(112cm)
¾ yds (¾ m)

E-F
52”(132cm)
1 yds (1 m)

52”(132cm)
1 yds (¾ m)

G*
54”(137cm)
1 yds (1 m)

54”(137cm)
1 yds (1 m)

H 57”(145cm)
1.25 yds (1 m)

57”(145cm)
1 yds (1 m)

I
60”(152cm)

1.25 yds (1 m)
60”(152cm)
1 yds (1 m)

J
57”(145cm)

1.25 yds (1.25 m)
57”(145cm)

1.25 yds (1 m)

goldfinch textile studio – Lynn Vest

A rectangle of leftover fabric will remain after cutting that can be used for future projects.

Due to the modular design of the pattern layout, a color-blocked or patchwork Lynn Vest can also be made 
using remnant or other fabrics from your stash. 

When selecting the fabric for your Lynn Vest, think about the drape and structure of the material. A more 
sturdy fabric, such as mid-weight denim or canvas, will create a more utilitarian piece, while lighter linen or 

cotton will be more fluid and soft.  Also, consider each layer's weight to reduce the chance of bulky seams and 
ease the construction process. For example, if you choose a main fabric on the heavier side, consider using a 
lighter lining fabric (the hand-stitched topstitching details may be more difficult with heavy weight fabric). A 

main and lining fabric within the mid-range of weight will also work well together. 

Note: If you are using a fabric with directional print or nap, be aware that some pattern pieces will be rotated to the 
cross-grain direction during the construction process (UNDERARM GUSSETS and POCKET C).
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